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DCS No: 50219850612
- Date: June 13, 1985

PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE--PNO-I-85-42

-This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of POSSIBLE safety
or public interest significance. The information is as initially received without
v:rification or evaluation, and is basically all that is known by the Region I
staff on this date.

Facility: GPU Nuclear Corporation Licensee Emergency Classification:
Oyster Creek Nuclear X Notification of Unusual Event

Generating Station Alert
Forked River, New Jersey Site Area Emergency
DN 50-219 General Emergency

Not Applicable

Subhet: UhUSUAL EVENT FOLLOWING RECTOR SCRAM

At 9:34 a.m. on June 12, 1985, the plant was operating at full power when the electric
pressure. regulator failed. A bypass valve opened causing reactor pressure to decrease. When
the pressure dropped to a predetermined setpoint, the main steam isolation valves closed and
the reactor tripped as designed.

During the recovery process, an Unusual Event was declared at 10:30 a.m. when the reactor
3building deluge fire protection system initiated. Preliminary indication is that the fire

protection system initiated due to smoke from hot blistering paint on the scram discharge
volume (SDV) piping and steam in the reactor building. The SOV isolation valves did not fully
closs, thereby allowing hot primary coolant to flow into the reactor building drain tank.
This water flashed to steam causing airborne radioactivity to be released on the 23' level in
the reactor building. No radioactivity was released to the environment.

The Unusual Event was terminated at 1:25 p.m. The reactor is now in a cold shutdown
condition.

Th2 licensee has made a press release. The State of New Jersey has been notified. The
R:gion I Resident Inspector was on site and responded to the ev,ent. This information is
curr:nt as of 9:00 a.m. on June 13, 1985.
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